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Abstract 
Today, the banking industry has been drastically changes during the last one decade due to the advent of the 
financial sector reforms in the form of New Economic policy of Liberalization, Privatization and Globalization. 
It was brought under major developments in the banking industry and as such provided a new change in the 
banking business. It is on the one side transformed the financial Housing Cooperatives y, norms, regulations, 
credit rates, service condition, customer service, focus, priorities and procedures of the banks and on the other 
brought new players into the filed in the form of foreign banks and non-banking financial institutions. Customer 
is an integral part of any business. The service sector has always been a virtual component of all economies. It 
has become more so in these days of globalization. This study aims at studying the Service Quality offered by 
Housing finance Institutions. Besides, it will bring out the various sources of finance for house construction and 
types of home loans, loan procedure and documents required for home loan from the banking sector. 
Keywords: Housing Finance Institutions such as Housing Cooperatives, SBI and HDFC, Service Quality, 
factors influencing and problems. 
 
Introduction 
Financial sector is reckoned as the hub and barometer of the financial system. As a pillar of 
the economy, this sector plays a predominant role in the economic development of the 
country. In the recent years, the financial sector around the world has been undergoing a 
rapid transformation. In India also the wave of deregulation took place in early 1990s, which 
has created a stiff competition and greater risk for banks and other financial intermediaries. 
The housing finance is the special category of industry which comes under the financial 
services industry. In India, the government has been supporting the housing sector through a 
series of fiscal incentives in the financial budget. Today, the housing finance industry has 
drastically been changing during the last one decade due to the advent of the financial sector 
reforms in the form of New Economic policy of Liberalization, Privatization and 
Globalization.  Housing is not only a shelter but also an asset and wealth of human beings. 
Housing comprises not merely household facilities but a number of services, facilities and 
utilities which link the individual and his family to community and community to the region 
in which man grows as well as the ultimate economy also makes progress. But at the same 
time it has become more competitive especially during the post-liberalization era due to the 
entry of new institutions into the industry, offering a variety of loan products. Because of 
intense competition, the players in the housing finance sector have become more customer-
oriented. They vie with each other to provide quality services to their customers and ensure 
that customers are satisfied with their experience.  

In India various factors including location, size of the realty homes, interest rates, 
purchasing power of customers, property valuation difference, etc were identified as main 
factors for marketing of home loans. The Central and State Government support the housing 
finance indirectly. The Central Government has been introducing, from time to time, various 
social housing schemes. Home loans constitute an important element of any loan mix of 
banks. Home loans have made it easier to fulfil the shelter needs of individuals and families 
across the country. This, in turn, leads to the economic development of any region. 
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Statement of the Problem 
A common man in India has not been in a position to buy a house from his current savings. 
He has to depend on borrowings to purchase or construct a house. The existing Housing 
Finance Institutions (HFIs) have contributed just over 15% of the total housing needs of the 
country. Customer is an integral part of any business. Customer perception is an exclusive 
area especially in the housing finance sector. The satisfaction of the customer leads to the 
survival of the fittest, success and sustainability of the Housing Finance Institutions. With a 
growing number of players and increased competition, the housing sector is becoming 
increasingly market-driven. Hence, this study aims at studying the customers’ perception on 
the housing finance offered by State Bank of India, HDFC and Housing Cooperatives. 
The present study aims to find out the solution for the following questions; whether the 
services provided by the housing finance are satisfactory in terms of extent of the amount, 
rate of interest, method of the repayment and other operational aspects? What are the terms 
and conditions of Housing Finance Institutions?  Are there any problems faced by the 
borrowers in home loan process?. Hence this study. 

 
Objectives of the Study 

 The following are the main objectives of the study;  
 To assess the service quality offered by the Housing Finance Institutions to the 

respondents. 
 To examine the operational problems encountered by the respondents on housing 

finance.  
Design of the study 
The study indicated that both on primary and secondary sources. The primary data have been 
collected from the respondents through a well-structured questionnaire. The secondary data 
have been derived from the reports of various government agencies of India. In order to 
evaluate the Service quality towards housing finance, Coimbatore district is selected as the 
area of the study.  The pilot study was conducted with a sample of 90 respondents. The 
questionnaire was pre-tested and then refined for use in the final study. On the basis of the 
outcome of the study, appropriate modifications have been made in the questionnaire. 
Further, the findings of the pilot study enabled the researcher to frame hypotheses and design 
of the study. The detailed and structured questionnaire was prepared and canvassed on the 
proportion of loan disbursements to 450 home loan borrowers from SBI, HDFC and Housing 
Cooperatives respectively representing the first three sectors and these 3 banks are the top 
three loan providers in the home loan market. Stratified random sampling technique has been 
used in selecting the respondents from the first three sectors, after active consultation with the 
officers of the HFIs.  

 
Period of the Study 
The potential respondents were approached by the researcher to collect the primary data for a 
period from January 2017 to March 2018.  
 
Framework of Analysis & Instrumentation 
 A comprehensive questionnaire was framed for Housing Cooperatives required information 
from State Bank of India, HDFC and Housing Cooperatives Housing. The data collected 
were tabulated and analyzed with the help of appropriate statistical tools. SPSS (Statistical 
Package for Social Sciences) and Analysis of Movement of Structure (AMOS) were used for 
data analysis. Simple percentage, Post- Hoc Test , MANOVA, Factor Analysis and Linear 
Multiple Regression analysis were used for analyzing and interpreting the data and assessing 
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the performance of housing finance. The purpose of using the statistical tools is to make the 
analysis more comprehensive and to draw meaningful inferences. A summary of key findings 
was made based on inferences.  
 
Scope of the study 
A strong network of Housing Finance Institution is a prerequisite for a sound performance of 
credit structure in India. Housing Finance not only provides the much needed financial 
assistance to the borrowers but also ensure the smooth flow of credit to various sectors in the 
district. The success of these banks depends on the satisfaction of their borrowers. This study 
analyses the customers’ perception on the housing finance towards select banks. 
 
 Limitations of the Study 
 The geographical and environmental situation differs from district to district with regard to 

housing finance. Therefore, the findings and conclusion drawn out of the study may not be 
appHousing Cooperatives able to the other banks or district or state.   
 

 Time and cost factor limited the study to three banks with 720 respondents. 
 
Factors Analysis on Service quality  
Results 
In order to check the appropriateness of factor analysis, Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin(KMO) and 
Bartlett’s test were used. The result are shown in the below table. 
The Factor influencing the service related to quality and behaviour intentions of banks 
customers were examined with help of factor analysis. The rating on the importance of 
variables influence to service quality and behaviour intentions has taken for analysis. 
Initially, the KMO measures of sampling adequacy and Bartlefts test of sphericity have been 
conducted to test the validity of data for factor analysis. 
 

KMO and Bartlett's Test 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling 
Adequacy. 

.686 

Bartlett's Test of 
Sphericity 

Approx. Chi-Square 2167.011 
df 406 
Sig. .000 

Factor Analysis, a statistical analysis tool was used as a data reduction method. KMO and 
Bartlett’s test was conducted to reveals adequacy of sampling and validity of factor analysis. 
The results revealed a chi-square value of 2167.011 with 686 as degrees of freedom and 
0.000 level of significances. Kaiser Meyer Olkin Measure of sampling adequacy value was 
0.686 revealing the validity of factor analysis. 
 
Communalities 
 Initial Extractio

n 
Diversity and range of services (having wider rang of financial services 
from the bank e.g. deposits, loans for purchase of cars, houses, etc 

1.000 .630 

Intensity and depth of service ( having more number options in every 
service/ transaction e.g. various fixed deposits or recurring deposits 
schemes with different interest rates, cheque clearing facility with 
higher service charge etc. 

1.000 .702 
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Service innovation ( providing information / details on a regular basis 
through mobile SMS; telephonic banking, ATM, Room service facility, 
standing instruction, cards for different purpose ( debit card, Credit 
card, Petro card) Single window system i.e. any countger any 
transaction ) internet banking ( Gift chequs, Electronic fund transfer, E-
pay, E- rail, Broking service) 

1.000 .582 

Availability of most service operations in every branch  of the bank 1.000 .613 
Convenient operating hours and days (e.g. working on Saturdays and 
Sundays, extended service hours during evenings , weekdays etc.) 

1.000 .673 

Providing services as promised 1.000 .677 
Effectiveness of the employees skills and ability for actions whenever a 
critical incident takes place (i.e. when a problem arises) 

1.000 .675 

Whenever a  critical incident take place , the degree to which the 
organization succeeds in bring the condition back  to normal  by 
satisfying the customer 

1.000 .618 

Providing services right the first time 1.000 .711 
Providing services as per the promised schedule 1.000 .785 
Apprising the customer of nature and schedule of services available in 
the bank 

1.000 .664 

Prompt service to customers 1.000 .772 
Willingness to help and respond to customers request 1.000 .665 
Extent to which the feedback from customer are used to improve 
standard 

1.000 .733 

Regularly apprising the customer about information on service quality 
and actual service performance versus target in the organization 

1.000 .770 

Employee who instill confidence in customers by proper behaviour 1.000 .599 
Making customer feel safe and secure in their transaction 1.000 .672 
Employee who are consistently pleasing and courteous 1.000 .617 
Employees who understand the needs of their customers 1.000 .829 
Highly standardized and simplified delivery process without any 
hassles or excessive bureaucracy 

1.000 .746 

Highly simplified and structured delivery process so that delivery times 
are minimum 

1.000 .659 

Enhancement of technological capability (e.g. computerization, 
networking of operation ) to server customer more effectively 

1.000 .621 

Ambient conditions such as temperature, ventilations, notice and other 
prevailing in the bank premises 

1.000 .741 

Having housekeeping as a priority and other highest order in the 
organizations 

1.000 .716 

Visually appealing sings, symbols, advertisements boards, pamphlets 
and other artifacts in the bank 

1.000 .774 

Service transcendence making customer realize their unexpressed needs 
by giving more than what they expect 

1.000 .676 

A social responsibility characterized by deserving service to people 
belonging to all strata of the society ( giving loans to economically and 
sociall downtrodden people, needy ones, entrepreneurs etc.with less 
rigid loan condition associated with security, flexible repayment 
modality and easy credit terms 

1.000 .743 
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Extent to which the organization leads as  corporate citizen and the 
level to which it promote ethical conduct in everything it does 

1.000 .694 

Level of overall service quality of the bank is 1.000 .812 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
Result of Communalities  
Communalities represent the proportion of variance that is explained by the underlying 
components. The communality of a variable in this case is the variance the given variable 
share with all the other variables and the value of which ranged between 0 and 1. The 
communalities are all 1 in the Initial column, since principal component analysis uses the 
initial assumption that all variance is common. After extraction some of the information is 
lost and the communalities in the extraction column show the amount of variance is every 
variable that the retained components explain. If the communalities after extraction exceed 
the value of 0.25 the variable can be considered as a part of the principal component. With 
the help of principal compenent method and through normalization the communalities of the 
variables are extracted from the correlation matrix and shown in the above table. The result of 
the principal–component analysis is shown in the following table. The initial eigen values of 
the variables and its per cent of variance for all the cases are sequenced in decending order. 
The extraction is made with the help of the eigen values obtained by the variables. The 
variables that scored the eigen value of more than one is extracted and the per cent variance 
and its cumulative percentages are estimated.  
 Based on factor analysis reduction method. Factors are classified into four compnents. 
They are as follows; 

1. Six components were loaded on factor first. It has been labeled as service related to 
Employee Behaviour on Customer. 

2. Two components were loaded on factor second. It has been labeled intensity and 
depth of services, enhancement of technology capability. 

3. Three components were loaded on factor third. It has been labeled as service 
innovation, provide service right time and concenient operating hours and days. 

4. Two components were loaded on factor fourth. It has been labeled as effectiveness of 
the skills and ability. 

5. Four components were loaded on factor fith. It has been labled as exployees who 
understand the needs of their customers and apperance of the bankers. 

6. Four components were loaded on factor sixth. It has been labled as structure of 
building. 

7. Three components were loaded on factor seven. It has been labled as social 
responsibility. 

8. Two factors were loaded on variable eight. It has been labled as overall service 
quality. 

9. One Components were loaded on factor  ninth. It has been labled as pubHousing 
Cooperatives  responsibility among the employee. 

 
Total Variance Explained 
Com
pone
nt 

Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings 
Total % of 

Variance 
Cumulati
ve % 

Total % of 
Variance 

Cumulative 
% 

1 5.131 17.693 17.693 5.131 17.693 17.693 
2 3.432 11.836 29.529 3.432 11.836 29.529 
3 2.603 8.978 38.507 2.603 8.978 38.507 
4 2.079 7.170 45.677 2.079 7.170 45.677 
5 1.610 5.552 51.229 1.610 5.552 51.229 
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6 1.557 5.370 56.599 1.557 5.370 56.599 
7 1.496 5.158 61.757 1.496 5.158 61.757 
8 1.206 4.159 65.916 1.206 4.159 65.916 
9 1.055 3.637 69.553 1.055 3.637 69.553 
10 .977 3.369 72.923    
11 .850 2.932 75.854    
12 .810 2.792 78.646    
13 .695 2.395 81.041    
14 .625 2.154 83.194    
15 .545 1.879 85.074    
16 .499 1.722 86.796    
17 .452 1.558 88.354    
18 .446 1.537 89.891    
19 .433 1.492 91.383    
20 .386 1.330 92.713    
21 .345 1.188 93.902    
22 .299 1.030 94.931    
23 .285 .984 95.915    
24 .272 .936 96.851    
25 .239 .824 97.675    
26 .204 .703 98.378    
27 .186 .641 99.019    
28 .157 .542 99.561    
29 .127 .439 100.000    
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

 
 It is observed from the above table that the principal component method has been 
grouped the total variable under study into nine components with the help of eigen values that 
one greater than one. The components are sequenced in a way that the factor with maximum 
eigen value is extracted first and factor with the next maximum value placed second likewise 
the   entire components are extracted. The component is extracted with the maximum eigen 
value of 17.693, the second components eigen value is estimated as 29.529 and third 
component with the eigen value of 38.509. The rest of the components are extracted with a 
minimum difference in their eigen value.  Further extraction of variables comes under each 
components was made with principal component methods and by using varimax rotation and 
Kaiser Normalisation. All the 29  variables are grouped into nine components and are shown 
in the following table. 
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Component Matrixa 
 Component 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Service innovation ( providing information / 
details on a regular basis through mobile 
SMS; telephonic banking, ATM, Room 
service facility, standing instruction, cards 
for different purpose ( debit card, Credit 
card, Petro card) Single window system i.e. 
any countger any transaction ) internet 
banking ( Gift chequs, Electronic fund 
transfer, E-pay, E- rail, Broking service) 

.744         

Apprising the customer of nature and 
schedule of services available in the bank 

.615         

A social responsibility characterised by 
deserving service to people belonging to all 
strata of the society 

-.596         

Availability of most service operations in 
every branch of the bank 

.591         

Effectiveness of the employees skills and 
ability for actions whenever a critical 
incident takes place  

.565         

Enhancement of technological capability 
computerisation, networking of operation  

.552         

Providing services as promised   .518        
Making customer feel safe and secure in 
their transaction  

 .503        

Providing services as per the promised 
schedule  

  .707       

Level of overall service quality of the bank    .600       
Employee who are consistently pleasing 
and courteous  

  
-
.558 

      

Intensity and depth of service ( having more 
number options in every service/ transaction 
e.g. various fixed deposits or recurring 
deposits schemes with different interest rates, 
cheque clearing facility with higher service 
charge etc. 

  .513       

Convenient operating hours and days (e.g. 
working on Saturdays and Sundays, 
extended service hours during evenings , 
weekdays etc.) 

  .503       

Employee who instill confidence in 
customers by proper behaviour  

   .538      

Whenever a  critical incident take place , 
the degree to which the organization 
succeeds in bring the condition back  to 
normal  by satisfying the customer 

   
-
.536 
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Highly standardized and simplified delivery 
process without any hassles or excessive 
bureaucracy 

   
-
.511 

     

Regularly apprising the customer about 
information on service quality and actual 
service performance versus target in the 
organization 

   .524      

Extent to which the feedback from customer 
are used to improve standard 

    .629     

Ambient conditions such as temperature, 
ventilations, notice and other prevailing in 
the bank premises 

    .597     

Having housekeeping as a priority and other 
highest order in the organizations 

    .543     

Prompt service to customers      .524     
Visually appealing sings, symbols, 
advertisements boards, pamphlets and other 
artifacts in the bank 

     .548    

Diversity and range of services (having 
wider rang of financial services from the 
bank e.g. deposits, loans for purchase of 
cars, houses, etc 

     .571    

Prompt services as promised       
-
.548 

   

Willingness to help and respond to 
customers request 

      .506   

Extent to which the organization leads as  
corporate citizen and the level to which it 
promote ethical conduct in everything it 
does 

      .492   

Highly simplified and structured delivery 
process so that delivery times are minimum 

       .387  

Employees who understand the needs of 
their customers 

       .362  

Service transcendence making customer 
realize their unexpressed needs by giving 
more than what they expect 

        .552 

Eigen Value 
17.693 

29.52
9 

38.50
7 

45.67
7 

51.22
9 

56.59
9 

61.75
7 

65.91
6 

69.55
3 

Percentage of Variance 
17.693 

11.83
6 

8.978 7.170 5.552 5.370 5.158 4.159 3.637 

Cumulative Variance 
17.693 

29.52
9 

38.50
7 

45.67
7 

51.22
9 

56.59
9 

61.75
7 

65.91
6 

69.55
3 

 
 The rotated component matrix above shows the grouping of variables into nine factors 
of different nature. The first factor consists of six variable with an eigen value of 17.693 
explains 17 percentages of variance. The variables included in the first factor are Service 
innovation ( providing information / details on a regular basis through mobile SMS; 
telephonic banking, ATM, Room service facility, standing instruction, cards for different 
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purpose ( debit card, Credit card, Petro card) Single window system i.e. any countger any 
transaction ) internet banking ( Gift chequs, Electronic fund transfer, E-pay, E- rail, Broking 
service), the second factors is Apprising the customer of nature and schedule of services 
available in the bank, A social responsibility characterised by deserving service to people 
belonging to all strata of the society, Availability of most service operations in every branch 
of the bank, Effectiveness of the employees skills and ability for actions whenever a critical 
incident takes place and Enhancement of technological capability computerisation, 
networking of operation. The second factor includes only two variables namely, providing 
services as promised (0.518),making customer feel safe and secure in their transaction with 
(0.503) points. The third factor includes five factors includes such as, providing services as 
per the promised schedule ( 0.707), level of overall service quality of the bank ( 0.600), 
intensity and depth of services, extent of physical layout of equipment, highly standardized 
and simplified process, enhancement of technological capability(-0.558), intensity and depth 
of service (0.513), convenient operating hours and days with (0.503) points loading. The next 
factor is a combination of four variables. They are  employee who instill confidence in 
customers by proper behaviour, whenever a critical incident take place, the degree to which 
the organisation succeeds in bring the condition back to normal by satisfying the customer, 
highly standardised and simplified delivery process without any hassles or excessive 
bureaucracy and regularly apprising the customer about information on service quality and 
actual service performance versus target in the organisation. The third factor explains the 
total variance with an eigen value of 38.507. The cumulative percentage of variance upto 
third factor is observed as 8.978 per cent. The component fifth is extracted with four 
variables namely extent to which the feedback from customer are used to improve standard 
(0.629), ambient conditions such as temperature, ventilations(0.597), notice and other 
prevailing in the bank(0.543) and prompt service to customers( 0.524) with eigen value of 
51.229 percent. The next factor is a combination of  visually appealing sings, symbols, 
advertisements, boards, pamphlets and others( 0.548) , diversity and range of services( 
0.571), and prompt services as promised (-0.548) it explains 5.370 percent variance with 
eigen value is 56.599 percent.  The seventh component carries three variables namely  
willingness to help and respond to customers request (0.506), extent to which the 
organisation leads as corporate citizen and the level to which it promote ethical conduct in 
everything ( 0.492) points. The eigen value of 61.757 with 5.158 percent variance. The next 
factor is a combination of the variables highly simplified and structured delivery process so 
that delivery times are minimum (0.387), employees who understand the needs of their 
customers ( 0.362) explains the eigen value of 65.916 with 4.159 percentage of variance. The 
last factor is extracted with the variable service transcendence making customer relise their 
unexpressed needs by giving more than what they expect(0.552) with an eigen value of 
69.553 and the per cent variance is 3.637. Finally, the present study identified the maximum 
possible factors that influence service quality offered by the housing institutions.  
 
Multivariate Analysis : Service Quality on Banking Sectors  
Service Quality on Banking Sector 
 
ANOVA 

  Sum of 
Squares df 

Mean 
Square F Sig. 

Diversity and Range of Services  Between 
Groups 

31.720 2 15.860 6.540 .002 
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Within Groups 1084.06
0 

447 2.425 
  

Total 1115.78
0 

449 
   

Intensity and depth of services Between 
Groups 

.498 2 .249 .126 .881 

Within Groups 880.933 447 1.971   

Total 881.431 449    

Service Innovation Between 
Groups 

10.111 2 5.056 4.722 .009 

Within Groups 478.547 447 1.071   

Total 488.658 449    

Availability of most service operations in 
every branch of the bank  

Between 
Groups 

8.431 2 4.216 3.836 .022 

Within Groups 491.180 447 1.099   

Total 499.611 449    

Convenient operation hours and days Between 
Groups 

22.631 2 11.316 9.022 .000 

Within Groups 560.660 447 1.254   

Total 583.291 449    

Providing service as promised  Between 
Groups 

4.564 2 2.282 1.891 .152 

Within Groups 539.427 447 1.207   

Total 543.991 449    

Effectiveness of the employees skills and 
ability for action when critical incident 
takes place  

Between 
Groups 

21.960 2 10.980 7.714 .001 

Within Groups 636.220 447 1.423   

Total 658.180 449    

Whenever a critical incident take place 
the degree to which the organization 
succeeds in bringing the condition bank 
to normality  by satisfying the customer  

Between 
Groups 

17.498 2 8.749 5.854 .003 

Within Groups 668.067 447 1.495   

Total 685.564 449    

Providing Services right the first time  Between 
Groups 

18.191 2 9.096 6.659 .001 

Within Groups 610.567 447 1.366   

Total 628.758 449    

Providing services as per the promised 
schedule  

Between 
Groups 

11.898 2 5.949 4.372 .013 

Within Groups 608.200 447 1.361   

Total 620.098 449    
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Apprising the customer of the nature and 
schedule of services available in the bank 

Between 
Groups 

11.418 2 5.709 3.464 .032 

Within Groups 736.673 447 1.648   

Total 748.091 449    

Prompt service to customer Between 
Groups 

9.204 2 4.602 2.744 .065 

Within Groups 749.587 447 1.677   

Total 758.791 449    

Willingness to help and respond to 
customers request 

Between 
Groups 

9.284 2 4.642 2.125 .121 

Within Groups 976.307 447 2.184   

Total 985.591 449    

Extent to which the feedback from 
customer are used to improve service 
standards 

Between 
Groups 

24.031 2 12.016 6.781 .001 

Within Groups 792.033 447 1.772   

Total 816.064 449    

Regularly apprising the customer about 
information on service quality and actual 
service performance versus target in the 
organization  

Between 
Groups 

1.773 2 .887 .616 .541 

Within Groups 643.507 447 1.440   

Total 645.280 449    

Employee who instill confidence in 
customers by proper behaviour 

Between 
Groups 

11.871 2 5.936 2.920 .055 

Within Groups 908.573 447 2.033   

Total 920.444 449    

Making customer feel safe and secure in 
their transaction 

Between 
Groups 

10.964 2 5.482 3.699 .026 

Within Groups 662.493 447 1.482   

Total 673.458 449    

Employee who are consistently pleasing 
and   courteous   

Between 
Groups 

5.373 2 2.687 2.155 .117 

Within Groups 557.207 447 1.247   

Total 562.580 449    

Employees who have the knowledge and 
competence to answer customers specific 
queries and request 

Between 
Groups 

3.360 2 1.680 2.715 .067 

Within Groups 276.640 447 .619   

Total 280.000 449    

Effectiveness of customer grievance 
procedure and processes  

Between 
Groups 

2.364 2 1.182 .625 .536 

Within Groups 845.700 447 1.892   

Total 848.064 449    
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 From the above table, it is inferred that in one way Anova, the total variable is 
partitioned into two components between groups represents variation of the other groups 
means around the overall mean and within groups represent variation of the each individual 
scores around their respective group means significance indicators the significant level of the 
‘F’ test. Small significant value (0.05) indicate group difference from the above table, it is 
inferred that the significant level is observed to be less than 0.005 per cent level. Hence, the 
Null Hypothesis is rejected and alternate hypothesis is accepted and inferred that there is a 
significant difference observed between other banks group with that of services quality 
observed by the customers. 
 Multiple comparisons (Post Hoc- Bonferroni Test) 
 
Multiple Comparisons 

       

Dependent 
Variable 

(I) type of the 
bank 

(J) type of the 
bank 

Mean 
Difference  
(I-J) 

Std. 
Error Sig. 

95% Confidence 
Interval 

Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound 

Diversity and 
Range of 
Services  

 SBI HDFC banks -.25000* .17982 .001 -1.0721 -.2079 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

-.22000 .17982 .665 -.6521 .2121 

HDFC banks  SBI .64000* .17982 .001 .2079 1.0721 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

.42000 .17982 .060 -.0121 .8521 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

 SBI .22000 .17982 .665 -.2121 .6521 

HDFC banks -.42000 .17982 .060 -.8521 .0121 

Intensity and 
depth of 
services  

 SBI HDFC banks .02667 .16210 1.000 -.3629 .4162 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

-.05333 .16210 1.000 -.4429 .3362 

HDFC banks  SBI -.02667 .16210 1.000 -.4162 .3629 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

-.08000 .16210 1.000 -.4695 .3095 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

 SBI .05333 .16210 1.000 -.3362 .4429 

HDFC banks .08000 .16210 1.000 -.3095 .4695 

Service 
Innovation  

 SBI HDFC banks .42233* .21948 .026 .0462 .6204 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

.03333 .11948 1.000 -.2538 .3204 

HDFC banks  SBI -.33333* .11948 .016 -.6204 -.0462 

Housing 
Cooperatives -.70200* .00948 .037 -.5871 -.0129 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

 SBI -.03333 .11948 1.000 -.3204 .2538 

HDFC banks .30000* .11948 .037 .0129 .5871 

Availability of 
most service 
operations in 

 SBI HDFC banks .31333* .12104 .030 .0225 .6042 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

.26000 .12104 .097 -.0309 .5509 
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every branch 
of the bank  

HDFC banks  SBI -.24628* .52120 .010 -.6042 -.0225 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

-.05333 .12104 1.000 -.3442 .2375 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

 SBI -.26000 .12104 .097 -.5509 .0309 

HDFC banks .05333 .12104 1.000 -.2375 .3442 

Convenient 
operation 
hours and days 

 SBI HDFC banks .52000* .12932 .000 .2092 .8308 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

.10667 .12932 1.000 -.2041 .4174 

HDFC banks  SBI -.52000* .12932 .000 -.8308 -.2092 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

-.41333* .12932 .004 -.7241 -.1026 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

 SBI -.10667 .12932 1.000 -.4174 .2041 

HDFC banks .41333* .12932 .004 .1026 .7241 

 
Providing 
service as 
promised 

 SBI HDFC banks .12000 .12685 1.000 -.1848 .4248 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

.24667 .12685 .157 -.0582 .5515 

HDFC banks  SBI -.12000 .12685 1.000 -.4248 .1848 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

.12667 .12685 .956 -.1782 .4315 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

 SBI -.24667* .12685 .057 -.5515 .0582 

HDFC banks -.12667 .12685 .956 -.4315 .1782 

Effectiveness 
of the 
employees 
skills and 
ability for 
action when 
critical 
incident takes 
place 

 SBI HDFC banks -.54000* .13776 .240 -.8710 -.2090 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

-.30000 .13776 .090 -.6310 .0310 

HDFC banks  SBI .54000* .13776 .000 .2090 .8710 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

.24000 .13776 .246 -.0910 .5710 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

 SBI .30000 .13776 .090 -.0310 .6310 

HDFC banks -.24000 .13776 .246 -.5710 .0910 

Whenever a 
critical 
incident take 
place the 
degree to 
which the 
organization 
succeeds in 
bringing the 
condition bank 
to normality  
by satisfying 
the customer 

 SBI HDFC banks -.48000* .14116 .002 -.8192 -.1408 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

-.28667 .14116 .129 -.6259 .0526 

HDFC banks  SBI .26020* .4250 .018 .1408 .8192 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

.19333 .14116 .515 -.1459 .5326 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

 SBI .28667 .14116 .129 -.0526 .6259 

HDFC banks 

-.19333 .14116 .515 -.5326 .1459 

Providing  SBI HDFC banks .45333* .13495 .003 .1290 .7776 
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Services right 
the first time 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

.06000 .13495 1.000 -.2643 .3843 

HDFC banks  SBI -.45333* .13495 .003 -.7776 -.1290 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

-.39333* .13495 .011 -.7176 -.0690 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

 SBI -.06000 .13495 1.000 -.3843 .2643 

HDFC banks .39333* .13495 .011 .0690 .7176 

Providing 
services as per 
the promised 
schedule 

 SBI HDFC banks .38000* .13469 .015 .0563 .7037 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

.29333 .13469 .090 -.0303 .6170 

HDFC banks  SBI -.38000* .13469 .015 -.7037 -.0563 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

-.08667 .13469 1.000 -.4103 .2370 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

 SBI -.29333 .13469 .090 -.6170 .0303 

HDFC banks .08667 .13469 1.000 -.2370 .4103 

Apprising the 
customer of 
the nature and 
schedule of 
services 
available in the 
bank 

 SBI HDFC banks .38000* .14824 .032 .0238 .7362 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

.11333 .14824 1.000 -.2429 .4695 

HDFC banks  SBI -.38000* .14824 .032 -.7362 -.0238 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

-.26667 .14824 .218 -.6229 .0895 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

 SBI -.11333 .14824 1.000 -.4695 .2429 

HDFC banks .26667 .14824 .218 -.0895 .6229 

Prompt service 
to customer  

 SBI HDFC banks -.30000* .14953 .013 -.6593 .0593 

Housing 
Cooperatives -.30667* .14953 .023 -.6660 .0527 

HDFC banks  SBI .30000* .14953 .016 -.0593 .6593 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

-.00667 .14953 1.000 -.3660 .3527 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

 SBI .30667 .14953 .123 -.0527 .6660 

HDFC banks .00667 .14953 1.000 -.3527 .3660 

Willingness to 
help and 
respond to 
customers 
request  

 SBI HDFC banks -.32000 .17065 .184 -.7301 .0901 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

-.28667 .17065 .281 -.6967 .1234 

HDFC banks  SBI .32000* .17065 .04 -.0901 .7301 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

.03333 .17065 1.000 -.3767 .4434 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

 SBI .28667 .17065 .281 -.1234 .6967 

HDFC banks -.03333 .17065 1.000 -.4434 .3767 

Extent to 
which the 
feedback from 

 SBI HDFC banks .54333* .15370 .001 .1840 .9227 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

.17333 .15370 .780 -.1960 .5427 
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customer are 
used to 
improve 
service 
standards  

HDFC banks  SBI -.72333* .35170 .001 -.9227 -.1840 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

-.38000* .15370 .041 -.7494 -.0106 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

 SBI -.17333 .15370 .780 -.5427 .1960 

HDFC banks .38000* .15370 .041 .0106 .7494 

Regularly 
apprising the 
customer about 
information on 
service quality 
and actual 
service 
performance 
versus target in 
the 
organization  

 SBI HDFC banks -.15333 .13855 .807 -.4863 .1796 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

-.06667 .13855 1.000 -.3996 .2663 

HDFC banks  SBI .15333 .13855 .807 -.1796 .4863 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

.08667 .13855 1.000 -.2463 .4196 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

 SBI .06667 .13855 1.000 -.2663 .3996 

HDFC banks 
-.08667 .13855 1.000 -.4196 .2463 

Employee who 
instill 
confidence in 
customers by 
proper 
behavior  

 SBI HDFC banks -.36000 .16462 .088 -.7556 .0356 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

-.32667 .16462 .143 -.7223 .0689 

HDFC banks  SBI .36000* .16462 .088 -.0356 .7556 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

.03333 .16462 1.000 -.3623 .4289 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

 SBI .32667* .16462 .014 -.0689 .7223 

HDFC banks -.03333 .16462 1.000 -.4289 .3623 

Making 
customer feel 
safe and secure 
in their 
transaction  

 SBI HDFC banks -.38000* .14057 .021 -.7178 -.0422 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

-.22667 .14057 .323 -.5645 .1111 

HDFC banks  SBI .38000* .14057 .021 .0422 .7178 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

.15333 .14057 .828 -.1845 .4911 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

 SBI .22667 .14057 .323 -.1111 .5645 

HDFC banks -.15333 .14057 .828 -.4911 .1845 

Employee who 
are 
consistently 
pleasing and   
courteous   

 SBI HDFC banks .26667 .12892 .118 -.0431 .5765 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

.15333 .12892 .705 -.1565 .4631 

HDFC banks  SBI -.26667 .12892 .118 -.5765 .0431 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

-.11333 .12892 1.000 -.4231 .1965 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

 SBI -.15333 .12892 .705 -.4631 .1565 

HDFC banks .11333 .12892 1.000 -.1965 .4231 

Employees 
who have the 
knowledge and 

 SBI HDFC banks -.20000 .09084 .085 -.4183 .0183 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

-.04000 .09084 1.000 -.2583 .1783 
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competence to 
answer 
customers 
specific 
queries and 
request 

HDFC banks  SBI .20000 .09084 .085 -.0183 .4183 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

.16000 .09084 .237 -.0583 .3783 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

 SBI .04000 .09084 1.000 -.1783 .2583 

HDFC banks -.16000 .09084 .237 -.3783 .0583 

Effectiveness 
of customer 
grievance 
procedure and 
processes  

Central SBI HDFC banks .12000* .15883 .000 -.2617 .5017 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

.17333 .15883 .827 -.2083 .5550 

HDFC banks Central SBI -.12000 .15883 1.000 -.5017 .2617 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

.05333 .15883 1.000 -.3283 .4350 

Housing 
Cooperatives 

Central SBI -.17333 .15883 .827 -.5550 .2083 

HDFC banks -.05333 .15883 1.000 -.4350 .3283 

*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level. 
 
 
A summary Report on Service Quality on Banking Sector by Using Multivariate 
Analysis  
S. 
No 

 Variables  Significant Level 
State 
Bank 

HDFC HOUSING 
COOPERATIVES  

1 Diversity and Range of Services  Y Y * 
2 Intensity and depth of services * * * 
3 Service Innovation Y * Y 
4 Availability of most service operations in every branch 

of the bank  
Y Y Y 

5 Convenient operation hours and days Y * * 
6 Providing service as promised  * * * 
7 Effectiveness of the employees skills and ability for 

action when critical incident takes place  
* Y * 

8 Whenever a critical incident take place the degree to 
which the organization succeeds in bringing the 
condition bank to normality  by satisfying the customer  

Y Y * 

9 Providing Services right the first time  Y Y * 
10 Providing services as per the promised schedule  Y Y Y 
11 Apprising the customer of the nature and schedule of 

services available in the bank 
Y * * 

12 Prompt service to customer Y Y Y 
13 Willingness to help and respond to customers request Y * * 
14 Extent to which the feedback from customer are used to 

improve service standards 
Y Y Y 

15 Regularly apprising the customer about information on 
service quality and actual service performance versus 
target in the organization  

* * * 

16 Employee who instill confidence in customers by proper 
behavior 

* * * 
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17 Making customer feel safe and secure in their 
transaction 

Y * * 

18 Employee who are consistently pleasing and   courteous   Y Y Y 
19 Employees who have the knowledge and competence to 

answer customers specific queries and request 
Y Y Y 

20 Effectiveness of customer grievance procedure and 
processes  

Y * * 

 Y-     Indicate Significant level  * indicate not significant  
 These results confirmed the past research results. Improved human, technical and 
tangible aspects of service quality increase customer satisfaction. Out of the three aspects of 
service quality people aspect of service quality contributed maximum in influencing customer 
satisfaction. Efficient interpersonal interactions between customers and employees can 
improve customer satisfaction. Physical evidence aspect of service quality includes parking, 
furniture, brochure, ATM card, etc. Due to intangibility of services, customer evaluates 
services on the basis of physical evidence. Good quality physical evidence helps in increasing 
customer satisfaction. Process through technology helps in overcoming problems of 
heterogeneity. This study is restricted to Coimbatore District only and sample size is also 
limited. Therefore, results should be generalized with caution.  
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